Introduction
For logic program analysis or formal semantics, the issue of renaming variables and generally handling substitutions is inevitable. Yet the image of substitutions in logic programming research is a somewhat tainted one, at least since it has been pointed out by H.-P. Ko [16, p. 148 ] that the original claim of strong completeness of SLD-resolution needs to be amended, due to a counter-example using the fact that x f (y,z) is not more general than x f (a,a) . The example may look counter-intuitive, but it complies with the definition of substitution generality. Also, by composing substitutions, properties like equivalence, idempotency or restriction are not preserved. Lastly, due to group structure of renamings, permuting any number of variables amounts to "doing nothing", as in x y y x ∼ ε, and such equivalences are also felt to be counter-intuitive. Hence the prevalent sentiments that substitutions are "a quite hard matter to deal with" ( [13] ) or "very tricky" ( [16] ). As a remedy, in the context of aggregating most general unifiers in a logic programming computation some helpful new concepts and operators were proposed, like parallel composition instead of traditional composition ( [13] ) and resultant instead of answer substitution ( [12] ). Still, for almost anyone embarking on a journey of logic program analysis or formal semantics, sooner or later the need for renaming variables and generally handling substitutions in a new context arises.
In case of this author, the need arose while trying to prove adequacy of an operational semantics for pure Prolog, S1:PP [9] , and the context was one of extensibility: Given is a pair of queries that are alphabetic variants of each other. As their respective S1:PP derivations proceed to develop, new variables may crop up, due to standardization-apart (here called local variables, Subsection 6.1), but the status of being variant should hold. This setup is known from the classical variant lemma ( [11] ). Additionally, the corresponding variables need to be collected, obtaining at each step the temporary variance between the derivations. As an example, assume the first query is p (z, u, x) and the second p(y, z, x). There is only one relevant renaming, ρ = z y u z y u . Now assume in the next step the first derivation acquires the variable y, and the second w. The relevant renaming this time would be ρ ′ = z y u z y w w u . Clearly, ρ ′ is not an extension of ρ, which makes it seem unsafe to proceed: are some properties of the previous step now in danger? So the question is, how to "safely" extend a variable mapping. For this purpose, in Section 5 we introduce a slight generalization of renaming, called prenaming. It is a mathematical underpinning of the intuitive practice of renaming terms by just considering the necessary bindings, and not worrying whether the result is a permutation. In the above example, renaming p (z, u, x) to p(y, z, x) means mapping z → y, u → z and x → x. Intuitively, only z → y, u → z are considered necessary bindings, giving the "renaming" z y u z . For prenaming, x → x is necessary as well. It is based on relaxed core representation, which is nothing else than allowing some x → x pairs alongside "real" bindings, as placeholders.
Prenamings relate to and are inspired by previous work as follows. In [14] , the concept of translation is defined, upon which alphabetic variance and standardization apart are built; this is the same as prenaming but for relaxed core (page 31). A safe prenaming is more general than renaming for a term from [11] , and it maximizes W in the notion of W-renaming from [6] (page 33). Also, it generalizes substitution renaming from [1] (subsubsection 5.3.2).
In Section 6, prenamings are used to express and prove a propagation claim for implemented Horn clause logic, by means of local variable extension (Lemma 6.3). As a corollary, a variant lemma is obtained (Theorem 6.5). Underway, we touch on the discrepancy between the rather abundant theory of logic programming and a scarcity of mathematical claims for implemented logic programming systems. While there are some formal proofs of properties like nominal unification [17] , for logic programming systems or their compilation such are still few and far between, a notable exception being [15] . New concepts like prenaming may be of help.
Substitution
First we need a bit of notation. Assume two disjoint sets: a countably infinite set V of variables and a set Fun of shapes. If W ⊆ V, any mapping F with F(W ) ⊆ V shall be called variable-pure on W . A mapping variable-pure on the whole set of variables V shall be simply called variable-pure. If V \W is finite, W is said to be co-finite. A mapping F is injective on W , if whenever F(x) = F(y) for x, y ∈ W also holds x = y. Each f /n ∈ Fun consists of a functor f and an associated number of arguments n, called arity. Functors of arity 0 are called constants. Starting from V and Fun, data objects or terms 1 are built: Any variable x ∈ V is a term. If t 1 , ...,t n are terms and f /n ∈ Fun, then f (t 1 , ...,t n ) is a term with shape f /n and constructor f . In case of f /0, the term shall be written without parentheses. If a term s occurs within a term t, we write s ∈ t. A recurrent theme in this paper shall be "relevance", meaning "no extraneous variables" relative to some term or terms. It was used in [2, p.38] in unary sense, i.e. no extraneous variables relative to (one) term. This usage shall be reflected in the text as follows: A renaming ρ embedding a prenaming α is a relevant embedding, if Vars(ρ) ⊆ Vars(α) (Figure 1 ). Additionally, relevance in a binary sense, concerning two terms, shall also be needed: A mapping F is relevant for t 1 to t 2 , if Dom(F) ⊆ Vars(t 1 ) and Range(F) ⊆ Vars(t 2 ) (Figure 2 , Lemma 6.3).
Definition 2.1 (substitution).
A substitution θ is a function mapping variables to terms, which is identity almost everywhere. In other words, it is a function θ with domain Dom(θ ) = V such that the set Core(θ ) · · = {x ∈ V | θ (x) = x} is finite. 2 The set Core(θ ) shall be called the active domain 3 or core of θ , and its elements active variables 4 . Each pair x i ,t i is called the binding for x i in θ , denoted by x i /t i ∈ θ . Often we identify a substitution with its core representation, and thus regard it as a syntactical object, a term representing a finite set. So the set of variables of a substitution is defined as
The notions of restriction and extension of a mapping shall also be transported to core representation: if θ ⊆ σ , we say θ is a restriction of σ , and σ is an extension of θ . The restriction θ ↾ W of a substitution θ on a set of variables W ⊆ V is defined as follows:
The restriction of θ upon the variables of t is abbreviated as θ ↾ t · · = θ ↾ Vars(t) .
The composition θ · σ of substitutions θ and σ is defined by (θ · σ )(x) · · = θ (σ (x)). Composition may be iterated, written as σ n · · = σ · σ n−1 for n ≥ 1, and σ 0 · · = ε. Here ε · · = () is the identity function on V. In case a variable-pure substitution ρ is bijective, its inverse shall be denoted as ρ −1 . A substitution θ satisfying the equality θ · θ = θ is called idempotent.
Definition of substitution is enhanced from variables to arbitrary terms in a structure-preserving way 
Renaming
Definition 3.1 (renaming). A renaming of variables is a bijective variable-pure substitution.
In [6] , it is synonymously called "permutation". We shall reserve the word for the general case where movement of infinitely many variables is possible. Here we synonymously speak of finite permutation due to the fact that, being a substitution, any renaming has a finite core, and Legacy 3.3 holds.
Due to structure preserving, if s ∈ t then σ (s) ∈ σ (t). For bijective substitutions (i.e. renamings), the converse property holds as well, giving Lemma 3.2 (renaming stability of "=", "∈", " ⊲⊳"). Let ρ be a renaming and s,t be terms. Then s = t iff ρ(s) = ρ(t), and also s ∈ t iff ρ(s) ∈ ρ(t). As a consequence, s ⊲⊳ t iff ρ(s) ⊲⊳ ρ(t). 
Legacy 3.4 ([6]). Every injective variable-pure substitution is a renaming.
So composition of renamings is a renaming. The next property is about cycle decomposition of a finite permutation.
Lemma 3.5 (cycles). Let σ be a variable-pure substitution. It is injective iff for every x
Proof. Assume σ injective, and choose x 0 ∈ V. If σ (x 0 ) = x 0 , we are done. Otherwise, σ i (x 0 ) = σ i−1 (x 0 ) for all i ≥ 1, due to injectivity. Hence, σ i−1 (x 0 ) ∈ Core(σ ) for every i ≥ 1. Because of the finiteness of
For the other direction, assume σ (x) = σ (y), and minimal m, n such that σ n (x) = x, σ m (y) = y. Consider the case m = n, say m > n. Then σ m−n (y) = σ m−n (x) = σ m−n (σ n (x)) = σ m−n (σ n (y)) = σ m (y) = y, contradicting minimality of m. Hence m = n, so x = σ n (x) = σ n (y) = y. ♦
Relaxed core representation
If there is a substitution σ mapping a term s on a term t, then it is mapping each variable in s on a subterm of t. It is possible that a variable stays the same, so if we want our mapping to explicitely cover all variables in s, as in the promised application (Section 6), then necessarily x/x would have to be tolerated as a "binding".
To cater for such wishes, the core of the substitution σ can be relaxed to contain some passive variables, raising those above the rest, as it were. This simple technique is useful beyond the context of renaming, so we assume arbitrary substitutions. Definition 4.1 (relaxed core). If Core(σ ) ⊆ {x 1 , ..., x n }, where variables x 1 , ..., x n are pairwise distinct, then {x 1 , ..., x n } shall be called a relaxed core and
... ...
x n
σ (x n ) shall be called a relaxed core representation for σ . If we fix a relaxed core for σ , it shall be denoted C(σ ) · · = {x 1 , ..., x n }. The associated range σ (C(σ )) we denote as R(σ ). The set of variables of σ is as expected, 
Passivity of θ on a term t is guaranteed if σ is "complete" for t, i.e. lays claim to all its variables: Definition 4.4 (complete for term). Let σ be given in relaxed core representation. We say that σ is
In such a case there is no danger that an extension of σ might map t differently from σ :
Corollary 4.5 (backward compatibility).
If σ is complete for t, then for any θ holds: σ ⊎ θ is complete for t and (σ ⊎ θ )(t) = σ (t).
Prenaming
In practice, one would like to change the variables in a term without bothering to check whether this change is a permutation of variables, i.e. a renaming in the sense of Definition 3.1. For example, the term p(z, u, x) can be changed to p(y, z, x) using mapping z → y, u → z, x → x. Let us call such a mapping prenaming 5 .
Like any substitution, a prenaming α shall also be represented finitely, but in relaxed core representation, in order to capture possible x → x pairings. The set C(α) is fixed by the terms to map. Obviously, injectivity is important for such a mapping, since p(z, u, x) cannot be mapped on p(y, y, x) without losing a variable. Hence, Definition 5.1 (prenaming). A prenaming α is a variable-pure substitution injective on a finite set of variables C(α) ⊇ Core(α).
Clearly, any renaming is a prenaming. For Theorem 6.5, we need to extend a given prenaming. 
Plotkin's concept of translation [14, p. 46] corresponds to prenaming without passive bindings. There, the inverse translation
which is not identity substitution. Although (τ inv · τ)↾ {z,u} = ε, so τ is reversible and thus "safe" to use on {z, u}, one might instinctively be wary of the possibility that handling several translations in the same computation could somehow produce "unsafety". Presumably for that reason, the concept of translation did not catch on, and it is meanwhile customary to define alphabetic variance using renaming rather than translation ( [2] ). We revisit Plotkin's concept, enriched with passive bindings and deemed fit for a new name, prenaming, and show that its safe application on a term and safe (even backward-compatible) extension are easily achievable, thus justifying the intuitive practice.
The question of inverse
So a prenaming is more natural in practice, but a "full" renaming is better mathematically tractable, due to its being invertible on V. The next property shows how to extend a prenaming α to obtain a renaming, and a relevant one at that, i.e. active only on the variables from V (α). The claim is essentially given in [12] , [2] and [1] with emphasis on the core 6 of such an extension. Originally the claim appears in [6] , with emphasis on the extent of coincidence 7 , which is our concern as well. We rephrase the claim around the notion of prenaming, and provide a constructive proof based on Lemma 3.5. Figure 1 : Closure, the natural relevant embedding
Theorem 5.3 (embedding). If α is a prenaming, there is a renaming α which coincides with
Proof. If α is a prenaming, then C(α) and R(α) are sets of n distinct variables each. The wanted renaming is constructed in Figure 1 , with the intention to close the possibly open chain x, α(x), α 2 (x), ... So let us see whether for every x there is a j such that α j (x) = x. If x ∈ C(α), we start as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, and consider the sequence x, α(x), α 2 (x), ... Since C(α) is finite, either we get two equals (and proceed as there), or we get α k (x) ∈ C(α) and are stuck. For is also a relevant renaming which is embedding α. In the usual notation for cycle decomposition, ρ = {(x, w 1 , w 2 , u, z, y)} and
If we reverse the prenaming, the closure algorithm shall be closing the same open chains but in the opposite direction, hence 
Staying safe
Let us look more closely into Remark 5.8: α(y) = x and α(x) = x, so y and x may not simultaneously occur in the candidate term. Otherwise, a variable shall be lost, which we call "aliasing", like in Proof. Let x, y ∈ V \ Pit(α). Is it possible that α(x) = α(y)? Possible cases: If x, y ∈ C(α), then by definition of prenaming α(x) = α(y). If x, y ∈ C(α), then α(x) = x = y = α(y). It remains to consider the mixed case x ∈ C(α), y ∈ C(α). We have α(x) ∈ R(α) and α(y) = y. So is α(x) = y possible? If yes, then y ∈ R(α), but since y ∈ C(α), that would mean y ∈ Pit(α). Contradiction.
The set cannot be made larger: if y ∈ Pit(α), then there is x ∈ C(α) with x = y and α(x) = y = α(y). ♦ Definition 5.11 (injectivity domain). Since InDom(α) · · = V\Pit(α) is the largest co-finite set containing C(α) on which α is injective, it shall be called the injectivity domain of α.
The injectivity domain of a prenaming is clearly the only safe place for it to be mapping terms from.
Definition 5.12 (safety of prenaming). A prenaming α is safe 8 for a term t if Vars(t) ⊆ InDom(α).
Clearly, For a prenaming α with the quality R(α) = C(α), i.e. a renaming, it is no surprise that InDom(α) = V and hence safety is guaranteed for any term.
A prenaming behaves like a renaming on its injectivity domain, since it coincides with its closure there. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.3:
Lemma 5.14 (injectivity domain). Let x ∈ InDom(α). Then α(x) = α(x).
Corollary 5.15 (prenaming stability). A generalization of Lemma 3.2 holds:
Let s,t be terms and α be a prenaming safe for s,t. Then s = t iff α(s) = α(t) and also s ∈ t iff α(s) ∈ α(t). As a consequence, s ⊲⊳ t iff α(s) ⊲⊳ α(t).
Our definition of prenaming was inspired by the following more general notion from [6] . 
By the last claim, staying within InDom(α) and InDom(β ) ensures staying within InDom(α ⊎ β ). By assuming a bit more about α than just safety, we may ignore the nature of extension β , and still ensure safety and even backward compatibility of α ⊎ β . This shall be used in Section 6.
Theorem 5.18 (safety of extension).
Assume α ⊎ β is defined.
1. If α is safe for t and β is safe for t, then α ⊎ β is safe for t.
If α is complete for t, then α ⊎ β is complete (hence safe) for t, and (α ⊎ β )(t) = α(t).
The first part follows from Lemma 5.17 and the second from Corollary 4.5 and Corollary 5.13.
Variant of term and substitution
The traditional notion of term variance, which is term renaming, shall be generalized to prenaming. As a special case, substitution variance is defined, inspired by substitution renaming from [1] . For this, substitution shall once again be regarded as a special case of term. The term is of course the relaxed core representation. This concept shall come in handy for proving properties of renamed derivations (Subsection 6.2).
Term variant Definition 5.19 (term variant)
. If α is a prenaming safe for t, then α(t) is a variant of t, written α(t) ∼ = t. The particular variance and the direction of its application may be explicated by s = α t iff s = α(t).
If s ∼ = t, then there is a unique α mapping s to t in a complete and relevant 9 manner, i.e. mapping each variable pair and nothing else, as computed by Figure 2 . The algorithm makes do with only one set for equations and bindings, thanks to different types. Termination can be seen from the tuple (lfun = (E), card = (E)) decreasing in lexicographic order with each rule application, where lfun = (E) is the number of function symbols in equations in E, and card = (E) is the number of equations in E.
Start from the set E · · = {s = t} and transform according to the following rules. The transformation is bound to stop. If the stop was not due to failure, then the final set E is the prenaming of s to t, Pren(s,t). 
to t, and denoted Pren(s,t). It is complete for s and relevant for s to t.
In case s = t, we obtain for Pren(s,t) essentially the identity substitution. However, regarded as prenamings, Pren(t,t) and ε are not the same. A prenaming α with relaxed core W mapping each variable on itself (in other words, C(α) = W and [α] = ε) shall be called the W -epsoid and denoted ε W . For a term t, we abbreviate ε t · · = ε Vars(t) .
Regarding composition, an epsoid behaves just like ε. Its use is for providing completeness, and hence extensibility, by means of placeholder bindings x/x.
Special case: substitution variant
Even substitutions themselves can be renamed. To rename a substitution, one regards it as a syntactical object, a set of bindings, and renames those bindings. If ρ is a renaming and σ is a substitution, [1] defines substitution renaming by ρ(σ ) · · = {ρ(x)/ρ(σ (x)) | x ∈ Core(σ )}. It is easy to see that ρ(σ ) is a substitution in core representation. For this only two properties of ρ were needed: variable-purity on Vars(σ ) and injectivity on Vars(σ ). These requirements are clearly fulfilled by prenamings safe on σ as well. Hence, Definition 5.21 (substitution variant). Let σ be a substitution and let α be a prenaming safe for σ , i.e.
We may write θ = α σ if θ = α(σ ), as with any other terms. As can be expected, the concept of variance by prenaming is well-defined, owing to safety. Otherwise, the result of prenaming would not even have to be a substitution again, as in the case of α = Proof. Let Core(σ ) = {x 1 , ..., x n }. Due to injectivity of α on Vars(σ ), if α(x i ) = α(x j ), then x i = x j , so i = j. To finish the proof that (1) a core representation, observe x ∈ Core(σ ) iff x = σ (x) iff α(x) = α(σ (x)), due to injectivity again. Re aliasing, by Corollary 5. Would such a claim hold for the weakened case, prenamings? Theorem 5.25 (substitution variant). Let σ be a substitution and α be a prenaming safe for σ . Then
Proof. First part: According to Definition 5.21, for every x ∈ V holds (α(σ ) · α)(x) = α(σ (x)). Since any substitution is structure-preserving, the claim holds for any term t as well. Second part: From the first part we know α(
It is known that idempotence and equivalence of substitutions are not compatible with composition [6] . Luckily, the concept of variance, with constant prenaming, does not share this handicap: Theorem 5.26 (compositionality). Let σ , θ be substitutions and α be their safe prenaming. Then
Application
Implementing logic programming means that the freedom of Horn clause logic (HCL) must be restrained:
• most general unifier (mgu) is provided by a fixed algorithm,
• standardization-apart is provided by a fixed algorithm.
Every implementation of HCL is parametrized by the two algorithms. Here we shall consider only the unification algorithm, so by HCL(U) an implementation of HCL using unification algorithm U is denoted. From the literature (variant lemma) we know that such a restriction is not compromising soundness and completeness of SLD-resolution. Yet, there may be lots of "lowlier" claims which more or less implicitly rely on freedom of mgus and standardization-apart. For example, with both choices fixed we may not any more just rename an SLD-derivation wholesale (the resolvents, the mgus, the input clauses), as was possible in Horn clause logic, based on Lemma 3.2. This is because the two algorithms do not have to be renaming-compatible. In fact, the second one cannot be, which makes claims like Lemma 6.3 necessary. Let us cast a look at the first restriction. For any two unifiable terms s,t holds that the set of their mgus, written as Mgus(s,t), is infinite. On the other hand, in practice any unification algorithm U produces, for the given two unifiable terms, just one deterministic value as their mgu. We shall denote this particular mgu of s and t as U(s,t), the algorithmic mgu of s and t obtained by U.
The abundancy of mgus is not only good, it also stands in the way of proofs. The simplest unification problem p(x) = p(y) has among others two equally attractive candidate mgus, ( . Assume further that we rename the protagonists and obtain p(x) = p(z). What mgu shall be chosen this time? To ensure some dependability in this issue, we shall require of any unification algorithm the following simple requirement, postulated as an axiom: Axiom 6.1 (renaming compatibility). Let U be a unification algorithm. For any renaming ρ and any equation E, it has to hold U(ρ(E)) = ρ(U(E)).
Since classical unification algorithms like Robinson's and Martelli-Montanari's do not depend upon the actual names of variables (as observed in [1] ), this requirement is in practice always satisfied.
Remark 6.2 (renaming compatibility of Mgus). For every ρ and E holds Mgus(ρ(E)) = ρ(Mgus(E)).
This is due to Theorem 5.25 and Lemma 3.2. Assume σ ∈ Mgus(s,t), then ρ(σ )(ρ(s)) = ρ(σ (s)) = ρ(σ (t)) = ρ(σ )(ρ(t)). Further, if θ is a unifier of ρ(s), ρ(t), then θ · ρ is a unifier of s,t, hence there is
Handling local variables in HCL(U)
With U complying to Axiom 6.1 and yielding relevant mgus, that is to say with practically any U, 11 a propagation result for SLD-derivations can be proved, which leads to a constructive and incremental version of the variant lemma.
Regarding SLD-derivations, for the most part we shall assume traditional concepts as given in [11] and [2] , but with some changes and additions listed below. An input clause K i obtained from a program clauseK by replacing the variables in order of appearance with t 1 , ...,t n may be denoted as
11 Classical unification algorithms not only satisfy Axiom 6.1 but also yield idempotent mgus. Idempotent mgus are always relevant ( [2] ).
• K i is here the actually used variant of a program clause (i.e., the current input clause) and not the program clause itself.
• The substitution σ n · ... · σ 1 shall be called the partial answer for G at step n of the derivation. A final partial answer, whenever G n = , shall be called a complete answer for G.
Relation to earlier concepts of answer: In a derivation, the resultant of level n is defined in [12] as σ n · ... · σ 1 (G) ← G n . So partial answer is at heart of resultant. An answer substitution for G is defined in As can be seen from Table 1 and Figure 3 , in a resolution some new variables may crop up, originating from standardization-apart. Let us call them local variables, as opposed to query variables. Likely causes are a pattern in a clause head (nat/1 in Table 1 ) or surplus variables in a clause body (son/1 in Figure 3 ). But even without those, local variables can appear (p/1 in Table 1 ), except with a restriction to normal SLD-derivation ( [4] ), preventing "needless renaming of variables". Were it not for local variables, the resolvents in both derivations would clearly be variants, with the same prenaming as for the original queries. Yet, even though the variables new in one derivation do not have to be new in the other, the prenaming can (under reasonable conditions) be extended to accomodate them. The claim is proved in a constructive manner. 
nat(s(A)) ← nat(A). nat(s(B)) ← nat(B). p(A) ← q(A). p(B) ← q(B).
The claim can be summarized in Figure 3 , together with the rôle of relevance requirement. From Lemma 6.3 and Table 1 follows that resolution is not prenaming-stable (or even renaming-stable); extending the prenaming with local variables may be necessary.
son ( 
Due to standardization-apart, Then
Due to relevance of σ , we have Vars(σ ) ⊆ Vars(A) ∪ Vars(A 1 ), which together with (4) and (5) gives
Having thus fielded all the assumptions, we obtain α ⊎ λ is safe for M, A, N, A 1 , B 1 , σ : by (4), (5), (6) and Theorem 5.18(2)
Proof of 1.: Completeness of α ⊎ λ for σ is proved above. Completeness of α ⊎ λ for H follows from (4) and (5).
Proof of 2.:
By definition, C(λ ) = Vars(K ) and R(λ ) = Vars(K ′ ). Hence, and due to relevance of α,
Proof of 3.: (4), (5) and Corollary 4.5
, by (7), Lemma 5.14 and Axiom 6.1 (5) and Corollary 4.5
, by Theorem 5.25 
are similar if G and G ′ are variants and additionally at each step i holds: atoms in the same position are selected, and the input clauses K i and K ′ i are variants. That the name "similarity" is justified, follows from the claim known as variant lemma ([11] , [12] , [2] ), here in the formulation from [5] : Finite derivations which are similar and start from variant queries have variant resultants. For logic programming systems obeying Axiom 6.1 and relevance of mgu, a more precise claim can be proved. The added assumptions (the axiom and relevance) are practically void (see footnote on page 36), yet the added conclusion has substance: first, renaming a query now costs a degree of freedom -if we treat the two variants of the program clause at each step as independent, then the two mgus are not independent. Second, the precise variance is now known. In particular, assume our similar derivations to be as in (8) . Then for every i = 1, ..., n holds
Proof. By assumption, G and G ′ are variants, so
exists. Clearly, α is complete for G. By construction, α is also relevant for
We may iterate Lemma 6.3, obtaining for every i = 1, ..., n
where
. Due to completeness of α for G and Corollary 4.5, ...
Let us abbreviate β i · · = α ⊎ λ 1 ⊎ ... ⊎ λ i . Then from (10) and (13) by Theorem 5.26
which is the promised connection between partial answers. Clearly, variance of partial answers means variance of complete answers, c.a.s.es and resultants as well. For the cases when G n = , we obtain, by (14) , the expected relationship between the respective complete answers: σ ′ n · ... · σ ′ 1 = β n (σ n · ... · σ 1 ). C.a.s. differs from complete answer by the added restriction on the query variables. Due to renaming-compatibility of restriction, (14) and β n (G) = α(G) = G ′ , we obtain σ ′ n · ... · σ ′ 1 ↾ G ′ = β n (σ n · ... · σ 1 ↾ G ), i.e. the same relationship. Finally, knowing that the resultant of step i is R i · · = σ i · ... · σ 1 (G) ← G i , we obtain (14), (9) and ( 
male(c). male(d). child(d, a).

Outlook
Concepts relating to variable renaming have been reviewed and built upon, with the aim of providing for practical needs of program analysis and formal semantics in logic programming. By relaxing the core representation and forgoing permutation requirement for renaming, the concept of prenaming is obtained. It is a mathematical underpinning of the intuitive practice of renaming terms by just considering the necessary bindings, where now x/x may be necessary. In other words, a prenaming is a variable-pure substitution with mutually distinct variables in range, possibly including some passive bindings.
Prenamings enable incremental claims like variance propagation in implemented Horn clause logic (Lemma 6.3, Theorem 6.5). There, prenamings made it possible to keep track of new (local) variables.
